
SPRSTAT100- 13' Tall Poseable Super Static- Skeleton
SPRSTAT101- 13' Tall Poseable Super Static- Zombie
SPRSTAT102- 13' Tall Poseable Super Static- GhoulGhost
SPRSTAT103- 13' Tall Poseable Super Static- SkeleDemon
SPRSTAT104- 13' Tall Poseable Super Static- Reaper w. Scythe
SPRSTAT105- 13' Tall Poseable Super Static- Clown

13’ Tall fully posable free standing 
“static” character.  Character is 
completely posable as internal steel 
legs are fixed to rectangular base. 
Internal steel rods allow character 
to be bent and hold positions at the 
waist, neck , head, shoulder, arm, 
hands.  Characters incredible scale 
provides 100’s of uses- hold other 
characters, suspend lighting 
fixtures, hold oversize signage.  
Character is sculpted front and 
back and is a true three dimensional 
character.  Characters come apart 
at the waist for transport and 
storage.  100% completely outdoor 
rated.  Choose your character type 
below or call for complete 
customization.

13’ Tall Posable
Super Static

SPRSTAT101- 
13' Tall Poseable

Super Static- Zombie
(Shown)

SPRSTAT100- 
13' Tall Poseable

Super Static- Skeleton
(Shown)

SPRSTAT100- 
13' Tall Poseable

Super Static- Skeleton
(Shown)



SPR12LNG120- 13' Tall Super Lunger- Skeleton
SPR12LNG121- 13' Tall Super Lunger- Zombie
SPR12LNG122- 13' Tall Super Lunger- GhoulGhost
SPR12LNG123- 13' Tall Super Lunger- SkeleDemon
SPR12LNG124- 13' Tall Super Lunger- Reaper
SPR12LNG125- 13' Tall Super Lunger- Clown

SPR16LNG130- 17' Tall Super Lunger- Skeleton
SPR16LNG131- 17' Tall Super Lunger- Zombie
SPR16LNG132- 17' Tall Super Lunger- GhoulGhost
SPR16LNG133- 17’ Tall Super Lunger- SkeleDemon
SPR16LNG134- 17' Tall Super Lunger- Reaper
SPR16LNG135- 17' Tall Super Lunger- Clown

13’ & 17’ Tall
Super Lunger

13’ & 17’ Tall Super Lungers, do just that- they start 
in the full upright position and then quickly lung 
forward and down throwing theirs arms over you 
patrons heads.  These are perfect for large outdoor 
areas, haunted woods, hayrides or anywhere else 
where you need a massive character that can rein 
down a little terror on your patrons from above.  
Add optional Jaw movements to have this character 
scream and taunt patrons with custom dialogue.  
Character is sculpted front and back and is a true 
three dimensional character.  Characters come apart 
at the waist for transport and storage.  100% 
completely outdoor rated.
Choose your character type below or call for 
complete customization.

SPR16LNG132-
17' Tall Super Lunger-

GhoulGhost
(Shown)
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SPRTLK110- 13' Tall Super Talker- Skeleton
SPRTLK111- 13' Tall Super Talker- Zombie
SPRTLK112- 13' Tall Super Talker- GhoulGhost
SPRTLK113- 13' Tall Super Talker- SkeleDemon
SPRTLK114- 13' Tall Super Talker- Reaper w. Scythe
SPRTLK115- 13' Tall Super Talker- Clown

We have added a dedicated 
programmable Jaw function to 
our 13’ Tall fully posable free 
standing “static” character, 
allowing you to synch custom 
dialogue to these characters to 
act as Giant Greeters, 
interactive Photo Ops for 
complete customization to talk 
about your event.  Character is 
completely posable as internal 
steel legs are fixed to 
rectangular base. Internal steel 
rods allow character to be bent 
and hold positions at the waist, 
neck , head, shoulder, arm, 
hands.  Characters incredible 
scale provides 100’s of uses- 
hold other characters, suspend 
lighting fixtures, hold oversize 
signage.  Character is sculpted 
front and back and is a true 
three dimensional character.  
Characters come apart at the 
waist for transport and storage.  
100% completely outdoor rated.
Choose your character type 
below or call for complete 
customization.

13’ Tall Posable
Super Talker

SPRTLK114-
13' Tall Super Talker-

Reaper
(Shown)



SPRTHR140- 13’ Tall Thrashing Fully Animated- Skeleton
SPRTHR141- 13’ Tall Thrashing Fully Animated- Zombie
SPRTHR142- 13’ Tall Thrashing Fully Animated- GhoulGhost
SPRTHR143- 13’ Tall Thrashing Fully Animated- SkeleDemon
SPRTHR144- 13’ Tall Thrashing Fully Animated- Reaper
SPRTHR145- 13’ Tall Thrashing Fully Animated- Clown

13’ Tall Thrashing
Fully Animated

SPRTHR141-
 13’ Tall Thrashing
Fully Animated-

Zombie
(Shown)

13’ Tall Thrashing Fully Animated character comes roaring to life 
to lung forward at the waist and grab for your patrons with 
independent arm movements, upper torso rotation, head and 
optiona jaw movements.  Character is sculpted front and back 
and is a true three dimensional character.  Characters come 
apart at the waist for transport and storage.  100% completely 
outdoor rated.  Choose your character type below or call for 
complete customization.



SPRUTTHR150- Thrashing Super Upper Torso- Skeleton
SPRUTTHR151- Thrashing Super Upper Torso- Zombie
SPRUTTHR152- Thrashing Super Upper Torso- GhoulGhost
SPRUTTHR153- Thrashing Super Upper Torso- SkeleDemon
SPRUTTHR154- Thrashing Super Upper Torso- Reaper
SPRUTTHR155- Thrashing Super Upper Torso- Clown

SPRUTTHR151-
 Thrashing Super

Upper Torso-
Zombie

(Shown)

SPRUTTHR150-
 Thrashing Super

Upper Torso-
Skeleton
(Shown)

Thrashing Super
Upper Torso
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0
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7’ Tall Thrashing Super Upper Torso comes 
roaring to life to lung forward at the waist and 
grab for your patrons with independent arm 
movements, upper torso rotation, head and 
optional jaw movements.  Character is sculpted 
front and back and is a true three dimensional 
character.  100% completely outdoor rated.
Choose your character type below or call for 
complete customization.



SPRCLPAN160- Super Ceiling Panner- Skeleton
SPRCLPAN161- Super Ceiling Panner- Zombie
SPRCLPAN162- Super Ceiling Panner- GhoulGhost
SPRCLPAN163- Super Ceiling Panner- SkeleDemon
SPRCLPAN164- Super Ceiling Panner- Reaper
SPRCLPAN165- Super Ceiling Panner- Clown

Super Ceiling
Panner

SPRCLPAN160-
Super Ceiling Panner-

Skeleton
(Shown)

Our Super Ceiling Panner feature amazing 
characters in the perfect overhead position to 
terrify your guests.  Characters take up no floor 
space as they fit perfectly in corners of rooms 
and hallways are designed to fit on top of 
standard 8’ tall wall sections.  Total character 
height needed is 12’.  We especially like to use 
these in completely dark hallways and then when 
activated have them come to life overhead with a 
triggered strobe light.  Standard panner 
character features head and optional jaw 
movements, as he flexes his arms as his entire 
torso pans left and right trying to get your 
patrons below.  Unit feautres upright stand that 
mounts to the floor behind the wall and 
completely supports character as only hands are 
attached to top of walls.  Character is sculpted 
front and back and is a true three dimensional 
character.  Characters come apart at the waist 
for transport and storage.  100% completely 
outdoor rated.  Choose your character type 
below or call for complete customization.



SPRCLRCH170- Super Ceiling Reacher- Skeleton
SPRCLRCH171- Super Ceiling Reacher- Zombie
SPRCLRCH172- Super Ceiling Reacher- GhoulGhost
SPRCLRCH173- Super Ceiling Reacher- SkeleDemon
SPRCLRCH174- Super Ceiling Reacher- Reaper
SPRCLRCH175- Super Ceiling Reacher- Clown

Super Ceiling
Reacher

SPRCLRCH173-
Super Ceiling Reacher-

SkeleDemon
(Shown)

Our Super Ceiling Reacher feature amazing 
characters in the perfect overhead position to 
terrify your guests.  Characters take up no floor 
space as they fit perfectly in corners of rooms and 
hallways are designed to fit on top of standard 8’ 
tall wall sections.  Total character height needed 
is 13’.  We especially like to use these in completely 
dark hallways and then when activated have them 
come to life overhead with a triggered strobe 
light.  Standard reacher character features head 
and optional jaw movements, a dramatic complete 
torso up/down into the scene, shoulder rotation 
that flexes a mounted right arm, and a multi-
movement left arm that paws, raises/lowers and 
reaches for patrons below. trying to get your 
patrons below.  Unit features upright stand that 
mounts to the floor behind the wall and completely 
supports character as one hand is attached to top 
of walls.  Character is sculpted front and back 
and is a true three dimensional character.  
Characters come apart at the waist for transport 
and storage.  100% completely outdoor rated.  
Choose your character type below or call for 
complete customization.



SPRSKL180- 14' Tall Super Skelerector-Skeleton
SPRSKL181- 14' Tall Super Skelerector- Zombie 
SPRSKL182- 14' Tall Super Skelerector- GhoulGhost
SPRSKL183- 14' Tall Super Skelerector- SkeleDemon
SPRSKL184- 14' Tall Super Skelerector- Reaper
SPRSKL185- 14' Tall Super Skelerector- Clown

14’ Tall Super
Skelerector

SPRSKL182-
14' Tall Super
Skelerector-
GhoulGhost

(Shown)

Designed specifically for haunted trails, 
hayrides and other areas where you need a 
super large, super fast character to fly up out 
of its hiding place- our 14’ Tall Super 
Skelerector is based upon our wildly popular 
Skelerector mechanism we invented more than 
20 years ago.  This mechanism allows a giant 
character to lie in collapsed upon itself and 
then when triggered to stand up fully super 
fast... we like to hide these in total darkness 
and then trigger them with a synched large 
strobe or other light to literally come out of 
nowhere.  Character is sculpted front and back 
and is a true three dimensional character. 
100% completely outdoor rated.  Choose your 
character type below or call for complete 
customization.
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Skeleton

Zombie

Reaper

GhoulGhostSkeleDemon

Super Character
Themes



PIG107-
Hanging Thrashing
Slaughtered Boar

92
”Our giant hanging thrashing boar 

hangs overhead from his feet, when 
activated boar roars to life squealing 
as it thrashes wildly with multiple 
movements in its torso and head, 
snorting and flailing so violently that 
the entire character swings form the 
overhead chains.  Character is 
sculpted front and back and is a true 
three dimensional character. 
100% completely outdoor rated.
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ACT114-
Soul Seeker

Reacher

Beautifully sculpted full body 9’tall 
Soul Seeker comes to life to turn 
and reach for patrons as they 
approach.  Character features 
independent arm reaching 
movements as well as full torso 
turn.  Character is sculpted front 
and back and is a true three 
dimensional character. 100% 
completely outdoor rated.



A trio of our 13’ Tall skeletons stand to create 
an arched entryway you can use as an entrance 
to your attraction, a transitional piece or an 
incredible photo opportunity for your patrons. 
Internal steel structure allows character arch 
to be completely freestanding.

Shown with optional
Deluxe Pendant
Hanging Lighting Set
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Archway has a 50” wide 
center opening which allows 
patrons to easily pass thru 
and under the characters, it 
has an overall height of 18’6”’ 
tall and 10’6” wide.

Super Skeleton
Trio Tower Arch
(SKELARCH)



Posable
Super Skeleton

w Base
(SKEL200)

13’ Tall fully posable free standing 
skeleton.  SKEL200= Internal steel 
legs are fixed to rectangular base.  
Skeleton internal steel rods allow 
character to be bent and hold 
positions at the waist, neck , head, 
shoulder, arm, hands.  Characters 
incredible scale provides 100’s of 
uses- hold other characters, 
suspend lighting fixtures, hold 
oversize signage.  Character is 
sculpted front and back and is a true 
three dimensional character.

Posable
Super Skeleton

No Base
(Legs Posable)

(SKEL201)

Double Actuator Super Skeleton- (SKEL202)
13’ tall Super Skeleton movements include head forward/back and creepy reaching arm 
movements as well as a whole lower body shift left/right that pivots the entire upper torso.  
Movements are programmable and are provided by a two hi-powered electric linear 
actuator. Character is all electrical and does not require air. Character is sculpted front 
and back and is a true three dimensional character.

Lunging Super Skeleton- (SKEL203)
13’ tall Super Skeleton lunges forward/back as its head, arms and upper 
torso thrash wildly as it lunges towards your patrons.  Pneumatically 
actuated base thrashes entire character forward and back.

Deluxe Hanging Pendant Light- (SKELPENLIGHT)
Use to convert your 13’ tall Super Skeleton into a Super Skeleton Lighting Fixture to illuminate
your graveyard, pathways, entrances, mid-ways and anywhere else you need this incredible fully
posable free standing skeleton light fixture. 



A trio of our 13’ Tall skeletons stand to create an incredible Photo 
Opportunity to promote your event.  Characters are completely posable and 
can be made to hold signs or banners to promote your event in photos that 
are shared on social media.  Package includes (2) posable standing skeletons 
with bases and (1) fully posable skeleton without base.

Super Skeleton Photo Op
(SKELPHOTO)

Lunging Super Skeleton
Upper Torso
(SKEL204)

Upper Torso of our 13’ tall Super Skeleton 
lunges forward/back as its head, arms and upper 
torso thrash wildly as it lunges towards your 
patrons as if it is coming out of the ground.


